Consent
I, ___________________________________________________________________________
(Full Name)
_____________________________________________________________________________, (details
and date of issue of the signatory's identity document)
born in ___________, residing at:_________________________________________
(date of birth)
(full postal address)
By signing this Consent, with understanding of the current legislation, including the provisions of the Civil
Code of Ukraine, the Copyright and Related Rights Law of Ukraine, the Personal Data Protection Law of
Ukraine, I hereby give my consent to the Rinat Akhmetov Foundation charitable organization, EDRPOU
code 33703116 (hereinafter referred to as the "Foundation"), including its employees, authorized
representatives, third parties involved on the basis of contracts (including civil law), to:
1.

my participation in oral and written, audio and video, face-to-face and correspondence interviews,
surveys, questionnaires, photo and video shooting;

2.

use, quote, edit (including literary editing in any volume) my interview;

3.

publish in full or in part the interview, the results of my survey, questionnaire, history and/or
information about me, audio, photo and video materials with my participation (including freezeframe), in the media, on the Foundation's website, as well as on all websites owned and/or managed
by the Foundation, on any pages of the Foundation in social networks, on the pages of third parties
in social networks (if the placement of this information on the pages of third parties in social
networks is carried out by copying it from the Foundation's websites (pages in social networks)
with a link to such sites (repost)), in any works (including, but not limited to, literary, audiovisual
works), other intellectual property items, archives, diaries, and exhibitions;

4.

use, including distribution, by any legal, known and technically possible means in the media, on
the Foundation's websites, on any pages of the Foundation in social networks, including, but not
limited to, in literary, audio-visual works and other intellectual property objects provided by me
from my personal archive of photos, audio, video materials, diaries, letters, manuscripts, products,
toys,household items-paintings, drawings about the events in Donbass, as well as their storage in
archives, placement at exhibitions, in museums;

5.

collect and process my personal data (including, but not exclusively, those contained in social
networks ("Facebook", "Instagram", and other)) as part of the Foundation's charitable activities.

This Consent applies to the entire world and is granted without limitation for the duration of its validity.
By signing this Consent, I confirm the voluntary transfer to the Foundation of all intellectual property rights
to the above interviews, surveys, stories (including, but not exclusively, told me the Foundation's
representatives orally or posted on the websites of the Fund), survey results, photos, audio and video from
my participation, as well as photo, audio, video footage, diaries, letters, manuscripts, jewelry, toys,
household items and life, paintings, drawings about the events in Donbass from my personal archive.
By signing this Consent, I hereby confirm that by giving such consent, I am acting voluntarily, without
compulsion and in my own interests.
I hereby confirm the transfer ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________ /_________________/
Signature Printed name

Contact tel. ________________________

Date _______________

